The idea of down-scaling by means of a statistical approach linking large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns with smaller scales has been applied and described on several occasions by climatologists working with GCM climate simulations using canonical correlation analysis (CCA). Following this basic idea we tried to construct a ''stochastic regional model'' with very high resolution, which is driven by a larger scale NWP-parent-model and the stochastic coupling with orography and the physical influence of the landscape. Unlike the methods of climatologists, we use statistical interpolation (SI) in the inverse direction to what is common in atmospheric analysis as a basic method of down-scaling: Analysed or forecasted variable-values are interpolated from grid-points of the NWP-model to the point of observation stations.
Introduction
The modification of large-scale synoptic processes influenced by mountainous landscapes represents an essential aspect of successful weather forecasting in countries with a complex orographical structure. Many previous experiments (LORENZ, 1969; FLEMING, 1971) showed that the predictability of small scales, which influence the weather in mountainous areas, is very limited. In spite of the enormous progress of deterministic NWP-models with increasingly high space-time resolution in the last decades, the results are still not satisfying for orographical, complexly structured landscapes. Bearing in mind that the physics of the ''actual'' weather happens in the subsynoptic scale, it seems reasonable to aspire a local interpretation of numerical forecasting products. Commonly there are two efficient methods for local interpretation, namely ''dynamical'' and ''statistical'' adaptation. Relevant experiments are reported in literature for the first group of methods (MUSSON- GENON, 1989 ; MARAIS and MUSSON- GENON, 1992) . Dynamical adaptation methods resemble very simplified deterministic models with extremely high local resolution. Unfortunately the results show a very limited predictability of only 6 to 12 hours. In order to work with deterministic LAMs or mesoscale models we need useful solutions for the following problems: a) the LBCs (Lateral boundary conditions) b) the initialisation and c) the efficient simulation of the physical processes in the small scale by relevant parameterisation.
Deterministic models with high resolution (LAMs) may nowadays and in the nearer future resolve insufficiently the weather in the small scale. Additionally, they exhibit a very limited predictability as it is demonstrated in relevant literature (LORENZ, 1969; FLEMING, 1971; STULL, 1985; FRAEDRICH and ZIEHMANN-SCHLUMBOHM, 1994) .
Sceptics justifiably question whether deterministic models will make possible the simulation of the relevant dynamical and physical processes in the small scale of orographic landscapes in the near future. Additionally, there is hardly any numerical analysis scheme which is able to resolve meso-or meso-scale structures in mountainous areas near topography (STEINACKER, H € A ABERLI, and P € O OTTSCHACHER, 2000). Down-scaling can be considered as a method of accessing of scale structures in space and time, which are below the scales, which are resolved by numerical analysis-, weather-, or climate-forecast models.
Predictability is the capability to forecast variables or discrete weather phenomena in a practical, meaningful way in time (LJAPUNOV-time) or with a certain precision in space. In both predictability-aspects 1) the time aspect (LJAPUNOV-time) 2) the spatial precision high-resolution NWP-models are not as successful as was hoped or expected.
Adaptation by Stochastic Down-Scaling Therefore we wondered: Would it be possible to find a good adaptation of the grid-point values of the large scale NWP-model on points in the smaller scale and at the same time to transfer higher predictability in time from this large scale NWP-parent-model into the smaller scale of the topographic complex area?
The idea of down-scaling by means of statistical approach for linking large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns with small scales has been described and applied by climatologists working with GCM climate simulations in recent times (V. STORCH et al., 1993; V. STORCH and ZORITA, 1994; GYALISTRAS et al., 1994) . Climate models show useful information only for spatial scales above a threshold, which may be in the scale of several grid-distances. However, users of data from climate simulations need information on much lower spatial scales. Therefore down-scaling can be considered as an essential method to provide useful information. The climatologists use canonical correlation analysis (CCA) or use empirical orthogonal functions (EOF) to describe the coherent simultaneous variations between different patterns of atmospheric variables (EHRENDORFER, 1987) . STORCH et al. (1993) constructed a statistical regression model between Iberian rainfalls and North Atlantic surface pressure. The method of the climatologists cited above, like our method, is based upon a perfect prog-approach: The statistical relationship is first established between the large scale and the local observations and then applied unmodifiedly to predict changes in the local small-scale variables from any large-scale observation, analysis or forecasted values. A somewhat similar situation can be found for weather forecasting and analysis in orographical areas, because of the small scale of the relevant dynamical and physical weather processes. We started our experiment of statistical adaptation by stochastic downscaling on the basis of such considerations. Our method is different to the method of climatologists and can be considered as statistical interpolation (SI) in the inverse direction as it is common in atmospheric analysis: We interpolate from the grid-points of the NWPmodel to the points of observation.
The basic philosophy of our stochastic adaptation can be described as follows: For every grid box of a larger scale NWP-model, which is located above a topographic structured area, and for different meteorological elements it is possible to calculate the characteristic statistical relationships (correlations) for a large sample between grid point values of the NWP forecast or analysis model and the observations situated in the grid box. Correspondingly, the analysis and forecast values at the grid points and observations, valid at the same time, are used. From the relevant correlations between different gridpoints and between grid-points and observation stations the relevant interpolation coefficients for interpolation from grid-point to observation station can be ascertained. The method can be used for a high resolution analysis or forecast, if the analysis or forecast variables are available at the grid points of the parent-model.
Meteorological forecast skill generally shows strong dependencies on spectral aspects of the atmospheric flow. The larger the scale of an atmospheric system is, the more predictable it normally is. The decrease in predictive skill starts to affect small baroclinic systems or fronts around D þ 2, whole cyclonic systems around D þ 4 and finally the long planetary waves around D þ 6. These large scale systems relate to the general weather type and the systems skill in predicting them means that the forecaster will be able to make useful forecasts up to a week ahead most of the time, although the timing of cyclones or fronts might be in error (ECMWF, 1999) . The deterministic predictability of atmospheric structures (BOER, 1984) is strongly dependent on the spectral wavenumber ''n'': The higher ''n'' is, the more details are described by the model but the lesser is the overall precision of the calculated results (DALCHER and KALNAY, 1987) . Due to the short life-times of the inherent meso--structures (BOER, 1994; STULL, 1985) deterministic meso-scale modelling usually crashes after a time span of approximately 48 hours.
We will show that the time-span of successful predictions can be enlarged by our down-scaling method for the small scales, too.
Our stochastic model has some major advantages: a) No difficulties with the LBCs. These problems do not exist for global parent-models or are solved in the larger scale parent-model itself. b) The initialisation is applied to the parent-model because the stochastic model is a product of high resolution model interpretation in the small scale. The down-scaled fields are not used as initial fields for the next time step of integration, because the parent-model prepares the grid-point values for the next time step. These are linked by statistical relationships to the small scale fields. c) A special parameterisation is not necessary, as the physical processes are implicitly included in the statistical relations. A separation of these relations according to the seasons of the year in order to consider the changes of ''diabatic forcing'' is possible. We think that the installation of a ''learning file'' for future improvements of the model is very important.
Adaptation by Stochastic Down-Scaling
For our down-scaling procedure a variant of statistical interpolation (SI) is used and will be described in more detail in Section 2. It is not necessary to assume isotropy and homogeneity for the statistical relationships as it is usually done in conventional SI, because we always use the same grid-points and observation stations. A very dense network of observation stations is available for Austria.
The values of the variables surface pressure, 2 m-temperature, 10 m-winds and 2 m-humidity at the grid points of the parent-model have been correlated between different grid points and between the grid points and the observed values at more than 50 stations for a large sample (1993) (1994) (1995) to determine the relevant covariances, correlation matrices and correlation vectors. All observation stations are situated at the ground-level ¼ 1. Unfortunately, only 2 radiosounding stations are available for the free atmosphere. The calculation of the correlation between grid points on surface, 1000, 850 and 700 hPa and the observation stations is pursued regardless of the height above sea level, thus warranting the 3-dimensional influence of the parent-model. From the inversion of the correlation matrices the interpolation coefficients belonging to the observation stations inside a special grid box were received as a result.
An Univariate Algorithm of Statistical Interpolation (SI) for Down-Scaling of Meteorological Elements
In the following section stochastic down-scaling to the coordinatelevel ¼ 1 is introduced. With reference to DALEY (1991) we can write the SI-interpolation algorithm
whereby K the number of available observation stations inside a certain influence radius A i the analysed value at the grid point i B i the ''background'' or ''first guess'' value at the gridpoint i O k the observed value at the observation station B k the ''background'' or ''first guess'' value at the observation station k W ik the ''a posteriori'' interpolation coefficient, which has to be determined.
The term in the brackets on the right side is commonly referred to as ''innovation increment'', the difference on the left is referred to as ''analysis increment''. The grid points I resemble a regular mesh of points and the points K represent irregularly distributed observation stations. In the common form of SI the B k are mostly forecasted values of a NWP-model. In our method they are values of the climatic mean. B k can be calculated by the so-called ''forward interpolation'' from grid points to the observation stations.
In our method of down-scaling the algorithm has to be inverted. We calculate the analysis increment at the observation stations with the help of an innovation increment ðA i À B i Þ or ðF i À B i Þ at the grid points of the larger scaled NWP model. The A i are values from a larger scale objective analysis and F i are forecasted values from a NWP model in the large scale.
The ''inverse algorithm'' can be written as follows:
with F k the required forecasted value at the observation station k F i the forecasted value of the NWP-model at the gridpoint i I the number of used grid points W Ã ik the interpolation coefficient of the inverse variant.
F i can be replaced by a value of a larger scale SI analysis A i . In this case F k has to be exchanged by A k .
Unfortunately the ''true'' value of each meteorological element is unknown, but we are convinced that the observed values, in spite of instrumental errors, are close to the true value. Therefore we assume that the ''true'' value is best approximated by O k . After subtracting the observed value O k on both sides of (2) we receive
After squaring both sides of (3), applying the expectation operator hÁÁi and finding interpolation-coefficients W Ã ik , which minimise the resulting relation (see the derivation in DALEY (1991)), we receive a relation in matrix form Cw w Ã k ¼c c k ; ð4Þ whereby C resembles a I Â I symmetric covariance matrix,w w Ã k and c c k resemble column vectors of the weights and of the covariance Adaptation by Stochastic Down-Scaling between ''first guess'' error at the grid point i and the observation station k. A 3-dimensional grid box made up by I ¼ 16 grid points has been used. DALEY (1991) demonstrated that for the above algorithm (1), a normalised variant can also be derived. In analogy to this procedure one arrives after some algebra at the relatioñ
À1 is the inverse of a correlation matrix between ''first guess'' errors at the I grid-points with the elements
F l are forecasted, B l ''first-guess'' and A l analysis values at gridpoint l.
ik B resembles a correlation vector between the station k and grid point i with the components
As soon as the optimal interpolation coefficients! ! k are known the values F k at the observation stations can be calculated in analogy to DALEY with the normalised formula
For the solution of (8) and the determination of the optimal interpolation coefficients ! ik it is necessary to ascertain the relevant statistics (6) and (7) for the years 1993-1995 for a sample of more than 50 observation stations for every day 12 UTC. We dealt with the calculation of the correlation matrices, which we handled according to a perfect prog-procedure, which is defined by WILKS (1995): ''Development of perfect prog-regression equations is similar to the development of classical regression equations, in that observed predictors are used to specify observed predictands''. Therefore we always used analysis values A i and A l for F i and F l in (6) and (7), assuming that A i and A l are very near to the true values. This procedure however seems to be a reasonable way of finding the best statistical structures and the optimal ! ik . We calculated the statistics for every grid box of the operational ECMWF-mesh, which covers Austria. We expected that the impact of the NWP model (ECMWF T213/L31 or T319/L60) would be reproduced by the formula (8) and the modifications by the orographic landscape would be reproduced by the correlation vector of equation (5) with the components (7) (see Fig. 2.1) .
We intended to separate the statistics according to the seasons of the year to examine the changes of the diabatic forcing. The installation of a ''learning file'' for future improvement is highly recommended. In our method the values A k or F k can be down-scaled exactly only to locations, of which observation values are available. We consider the fact that the interpolation weights must be calculated once and for all as a great advantage, contrary to the common SI, where observation stations are only temporarily available. In our procedure the same data points (grid points) can always be used in equation (8) .
Results

Observations and Down-Scaled Variable Values
We calculated down-scaled values for all days 12 h UTC of the years 1995 and 1996. In the following demonstration only the values of January and July 1995 are shown as examples for the surface pressure (hPa) and the 2 m relative humidity for station Vienna, Hohe Warte (11035), the 2 m temperature of the stations Innsbruck (11120) and In the following Figs. 3.1-3.5 the abscissa indicates the day in the year and the ordinate indicates the air pressure in hPa, the relative humidity in %, the temperature in degrees Celsius and the wind components in m=sec. The solid curve indicates the measured value of the element in question at the observation-station (Synop), the broken line indicates the down-scaled value and the dotted line is the result of simple linear interpolation from the four nearest gridpoints of the ECMWF-model to the observation-station. In Fig. 3.1 the results of down-scaling the sea level pressure to the observation-station Vienna. Hohe Warte, is demonstrated. the results are not as good as with surface pressure. This is not surprising since the distribution of relative humidity can be considered as more or less discontinuous.
In Figs. 3.3 and 3.4 one can see measured and down-scaled temperatures for Innsbruck and Patscherkofel. The agreement of measurements and down-scaling is very good on condition that it is in an area with very complex topography. In Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 one will find the down-scaled adaptations for the 10 m horizontal wind components u and v.
The down-scaling of the components of the wind is not as successful compared to temperature and pressure, but generally a satisfactory adaptation can be obtained.
To ensure that statistical interpolation (SI) is the right algorithm for our down-scaling method we compared SI-results with the Table 3 .1 below. It indicates a significant improvement of the punctual down-scaled forecast-values when using SI as opposed to linear interpolation. SI is significantly better in nearly all cases.
Statistical Evaluation
The statistical part contains more data in comparison to Chapter 3.1., e.g. from the time span 1991 to 1995 and independent prognoses for the year 1996. 
Characteristic Measurements
The table below contains a range of basic statistical parameters. In this table, the prognosis by means of statistical interpolation (SI) is compared to the linear interpolation (Lin). The statistical measured numbers refer to the mean values from about 60 stations. The RMSE indicates the average error of a prognosis as compared to the actual measured value. When calculating prognoses for forecast lead times of 24 to 240 hours, using the method of down-scaling After evaluating the RMSE values of the different variants, it becomes obvious that the error increases as expected with increased time steps. The reference prognosis by means of linear interpolation from the gridpoints does, however, show the same trend, so that this behaviour can be considered as a property of the basic NWP model. It is, however, essential that on the whole, the total error is smaller with down-scaling, whereby the most useful option is the weighted prognosis, i.e. the one using a combination of summer and winter coefficients. An examination of the RMSE for the calculation of the coefficients in relation to different starting time spans shows that the time span has got little impact on the RMSE values. In the example above, a period of three years turns out to be most favourable for the calculation of the coefficient for the year 1996. For the year 1995, not shown here, a four year period was more favourable. In general, we think that a four year period is the most favourable time span. The differences mentioned above can be explained by an ECMWF-model change which took place in 1996, and by that the prognosis was changed since it depended on the basic parent-model. From Fig. 3 .8 it also becomes clear that the differences Adaptation by Stochastic Down-Scaling of the RMSE values of different starting time spans decreases with increasing forecast lead times. In the next paragraph we continue with some predictability considerations.
Comparison of Different Forecast Variants
Predictability Considerations
In this section we demonstrate different error measures or skill-scores of the predictability of our methodology to answer the question, if it is possible to transfer higher predictability in time from a large scale NWP-parent-model into the smaller scale of a topographic complex area by a down-scaling process.
Reduction of Variance (RV)
The reduction of variance is a combination of RMSE values of a prognosis that has to be tested and a reference prognosis: The RV value in that case is positive, if the tested prognosis is better than the reference prognosis, and negative vice versa. In this case the down-scaling method is compared to a reference prognosis from climate values. An improvement for the different elements, such as temperature (t2), relative humidity (rh2), air pressure (ps), u-component of the wind (10 u) and v-component of the wind (10 v) is of varied quality compared to a prognosis from the climate values. Prognoses from stochastic down-scaling are clearly improved with temperature and air pressure, but the improvement with other elements is smaller.
The image also shows the general decrease of prognosis quality for longer forecast lead times.
The Anomaly Correlation Coefficient (ACC)
The ACC measures the correlation between forecast and analysed deviations from climatology. It evaluates the similarity between prognosis results of different time steps. If the prognosis is correct, the ACC is one, or 100%.
F j ¼ prognostic value at observation station k or gridpoint i O j ¼ observed value at observation station k or analysed value at gridpoint i C ¼ climatic mean at observation station k or gridpoint i
In the following, the averaged ACC values of the ECMWF prognoses (referred to as ECMWF all), the averaged ACC values of the ground values of the model (referred to as ECMWF SFC) and the values from stochastic down-scaling (referred to as Synop all) are being compared on the 4 Â 55 gridpoints of the grid for 1996.
The ACC of the average values of the down-scaling prognoses of all synop stations is close to the ACC values of the ECMWF data. It becomes clear that the predictability is closely linked to the model the down-scaling is based upon. The loss of predictability of stochastic down-scaling in face of the ECMWF parent-model for temperature is only marginal.
Adaptation by Stochastic Down-Scaling
We calculated the ACC for surface pressure (Fig. 3.11 ), for 2 m relative humidity (Fig. 3.12 ) and for the components of the 10 m horizontal wind (Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14) . As limit of practical predictability a value of ACC ¼ 0.6 is commonly accepted. The best result we found with temperature. The predictability is very good and expands over 10 days for the parent-model and for down-scaled forecasts. The loss of predictability in comparison to the NWP-model is only marginal. Adaptation by Stochastic Down-Scaling
As usual the value of ACC ¼ 0.6 is reached for surface pressure at about 7 days. Our down-scaled forecasts reach this value in approximately the same time span. It is interesting that the ECMWF-values are less satisfactory. At first this is surprising, but we checked our calculations and data very thoroughly and found the results to be valid. One possible cause could be that the ECMWF-model topography is not quite optimal, but this has no special impact on the statistical relationships from gridpoint to observation station. We also found the same good results for down-scaling the horizontal components of the wind. Last but not least, the relative humidity shows that the practical predictability ends for the down-scaled forecasts at about 96 hours. Here the parent-model is much better with a predictability-time of 144 hours. However, in any case the value of 96 hours is much better than the predictability-time of most high-resolution deterministic models.
Conclusions
After obtaining these results of our experiments, we can be sure that statistical adaptation by stochastic down-scaling is useful. Our forecast experiments for the complete years 1995 and 1996 confirm this conclusion. Additionally our question in reference to the transfer of higher predictability from an NWP-parent-model into the smaller scale of an area with complex topography can be answered positively. Therefore we are encouraged to continue our examinations to turn stochastic down-scaling in an operational model. Cloudiness and precipitation should also be included in a next phase. In order to make not only point-forecasts, but also forecasts of down-scaled field distributions on a high resolution subgrid appropriate to the complex topography, we will try to incorporate the high resolution analysis model VERA (P € O OTTSCHACHER, STEINACKER, and DORNINGER, 1996) in the future. This will be possible, as soon as appropriate variable values are down-scaled from the parent-model of ECMWF for the observation points over Austria and the countries surrounding the Alps. After application of the VERA-analysis process high resoluted prognostic fields will result.
